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Mission Context

The short-term expert’s (STE) 3-day mission was
supposed to develop a short outreach strategy paper
based on brainstorming and discussion results with the
project’s Outreach Unit and management team (see ToR
in Annex 1). Based on the results from a 2012
Knowledge-Attitude-Practices (KAP) survey conducted by
ProCEEd, the planned activities of ProCEEd and other
available information sources, the practice-oriented
strategy should specify target groups, communication
objectives and messages as well as communication
channels and local providers of capacity building and
other services.

10-Step Communication Strategy
Stage 1 Assessment
o1 Situation analysis & problem identification
o2 Audience & Knowledge, Attitudes and
Practices (KAP) analyses
o3 Communication objectives
S t a g e 2 P la n n i n g
o4 Communication strategy development
o5 Participation of strategic groups
o6 Media selection and mix
S t a g e 3 P r od u c t i o n
o7 Message design
o8 Media pre-testing and production

The consultancy approach – and the report - follows a
10-step generic environmental communication strategy
developed by the STE for GIZ on behalf of OECD-DAC,
S t a g e 4 A c t io n & R e f l e c t i o n
which is also at the heart of CBD’s and IUCN’s Como9 Media performances and field
munication, Education and Public Awareness (CEPA
implementation
Toolkit) approach. The overall results of the 3-day mission
1o Process documentation & M&E
are summarized in an overview (see Annex 2) comprising
target groups, communication objectives, communication channels, messages, partners, time
line/budget. The job aids attached (see Annex 10) are based on a GIZ toolkit related to communicating
ABS (Access and Benefit Sharing of Genetic Resources), and may help the project to train its outreach
staff, government officials and villagers at a later stage.
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Step 1

Situation Analysis and Problem Identification

The project in the Hin Nam No region is a module of the GIZ Sustainable Climate-friendly Management
of the Environment and Natural Resources (SusCliME) program in Laos. The 82,000 hectare National
Protected Area (NPA) in the region features sparsely vegetated, deeply dissected karst formations, part
of the Annamite Chain, limestone forests and a long underground river. In the east, the Lao-Vietnamese
border separates the NPA from the Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park in Vietnam. The NPA region
supports only a few permanent watercourses, with a climate characterized by a relatively dry periods
from November to May.
Due to difficulty of access, most of the forest of Hin Nam No is free from extensive timber harvesting.
However, areas near roads and villages have less forest cover as a result of the extraction of valuable
tree species and shifting cultivation.
Laos is considered one of the most biodiversity-rich countries in South East Asia. Forests play an
important role in countering global climate change and supporting economic development, as well as
the livelihoods of rural communities in Laos. Yet, almost half of Laos’ forest cover has been lost over the
past four decades and there is a drastic decline in the populations of many wildlife species with high
commercial value.
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Target Group and Knowledge-Attitudes-Practices Analyses

There are 22 villages with about 7,000 inhabitants in the area surrounding the NPA that have a direct
impact on the natural resources of the protected area. It is estimated that more than 50% of them are
ethnic minorities, mostly Kamu and Makong. The majority of the villagers is very poor and relies on the
use of natural resources from the NPA and its surroundings to meet up to 70% of their nutritional and
domestic needs. This is confirmed by ProCEEd’s 2012 KAP survey data (see Chapter 5.2.1) on income
activities, food consumption and use of forest products (see questions PE1-PE8 in Annexes 3-4). The
trade with non-timber forest products (NTFPs) is a source of income. Poaching and illegal logging are
endangering the fauna and flora in parts of area.
Due to the deeply dissected
terrain in the scarcely populated area, primary schools
grades 1-5 as well as health
centers only exist on the
periphery, and travel times to
schools or health centers are
mostly more than 4 hours.1

Primary schools
Grade 1-3
Grade 1-5

Radio programs from the district radio station in Boualapha – as part of Lao National Radio (LNR) – are
by and large the only mass mediated source of information: Mostly national news re-broadcast from the
national program in addition to limited district or provincial news, the latter through the provincial radio
station in Thakek. For families in absolute poverty or in remote areas without electricity who cannot
afford TV sets and satellite dishes, radio often is the only mass medium available. Print media are rarely
accessible to these locations: Almost 75% of Khammouane respondents to the ProCEEd KAP survey
never read a newspaper (see Annex 3). In some villages, the district radio programs are narrow-casted
through loudspeaker systems supervised – as all media – by the Ministry of Information, Culture and
Tourism (MoICT). These can be very effective communication channels as programs are typically
translated into ethnic languages and as local content – also environmental issues – can easily be
added. In contrast to radio, print media are almost non-existent. If there is access to TV by means of
satellite dishes, people watch Thai TV, not LNTV. These trends are confirmed by KAP survey data (see
Chapter 5.2.1) on preferred and trusted media (see questions M1-M3 in Annexes 3-4).
In the context of ProCEEd’s 2012 KAP survey (see Chapter 5.2.1), 394 individual interviews were
conducted in Khammouane: 41 with decision makers in Thakek and Boualapha City and 353 with
villagers in 18 villages in the Boualapha District. The latter also participated in four focus groups
discussions per village (see Annex 5). The survey results for Khammouane can be broken down to and
compared for specific sub-samples and target groups:
 male - female

 young - old

 rural - urban

 sectors: 1-MoNRE, 2-other ministries, 3-academia, 4-mass media, 5-mass organizations,
6-CSO, 7-private, 8-rural

 education: low –
medium – high

 financial situation:
low – medium –
high

1 see Messerli P, Heinimann A, Epprecht M, Phonesaly S, Thiraka C, Minot N, editors. 2008: Socio-Economic Atlas of the Lao

PDR – an Analysis based on the 2005 Population and Housing Census. Swiss National Center of Competence in Research
(NCCR) North-South, University of Bern, Bern and Vientiane: Geographica Bernensia
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This allows for very specific audience segmentation for any type of communication or education
intervention. Comparisons with results from other provinces are also possible (see Annex 3-4).
The STE’s brainstorming and discussion with the project’s management team built on these findings
and resulted in the categorization below of major target groups and their differentiation into sub-groups
that will need special attention and focus:

1

Villagers
 youth
 women
 ethnic groups

2




Government
policy makers
district staff
military & law enforcement

3




General Public
Lao tourists
Thai tourists
other international
tourists

In Step 6 - Media Selection and Mix, a combination of appropriate communication channels have to be
selected that reach these target sub-groups and are capable of changing their environmental
awareness, i.e. knowledge, attitudes and practices.

Step 3

Communication Objectives

Based on the project’s overall objective
The local population reaps the financial benefits of the sustainable resource protection
strategy and avoids deforestation. Selected population groups and the administration work
together to protect biodiversity in Hin Ham No.
four major communication objectives and related fields for content development were identified

1
2
3
4

Understanding of NPA co-management of features
Awareness on biodiversity, climate change & environmental protection
Foster village livelihood thru income generation & food security
Support good governance through leadership and negotiation skills.

These fields of communication are relevant for both, villagers and government sub-groups. The KAP
results (see Annex 3-4) support the selection of the related issues:
 There is hardly any information and knowledge available yet on the new concept of NPA comanagement.
 Villagers in Boualapha District expressed high information needs on adaptation to climate
change, biodiversity and environmental issues, particularly as far as these are related to
disaster risk management. At the same time, Hin Nam No has a high biodiversity value but many
people do not perceive ecosystem services as assets.
 With 93 % of all villages classified as poor, Boualapha District is one of the poorest in Laos and
has a high vulnerability concerning food security. Natural disasters, deforestation and extinction
of species as well as health risks, access to drinking water and livestock diseases are perceived
as the most serious livelihood risks.
 82% of Khammouane respondents state that law enforcement is one of the measures to help
solve environmental problems. Generally, village authorities (97%), community meetings (93%)
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and local government staff (88%) are trusted sources of information. Hence, governance
interventions should meet positive community attitudes.
The general public with its two target groups in Laos and Thailand are clearly tourism-related and will
need a special (social) marketing approach that should only be pursued in cooperation with professional
partners such as the Tourism Board, tour operators etc. The fields for content development focus on
biodiversity and ecosystem services as an asset (field 2) and on livelihood (field 3) through income
generation as a result of tourism. Here, the communication objectives are more specific:

2

Highlight HNN unique selling proposition (USP) related to biodiversity & environment as
tourism & recreational assets
Foster village livelihood through income generation from tourism.

3

Several tour operators – e.g. Green Discovery and Wildside Asia – offer 3- to 4-day tours in
Khammouane which include trips into the Hin Nam No area (see Step 5). Sites including the former Hoh
Chi Minh Trail, rivers and waterfalls, caves, and the Xe Bangfai river cave make for tourist destinations.
But a general lack of public infrastructure and reliable, up-to-date and online information hampers
tourism marketing as of now.

Step 4

Communication strategy development

Step 4 is at the interface of data collected during the assessment stage (Steps 1-3) and initial ideas for
the planning, production and action stages (Steps 5-10). Within the 3-day consultancy, the STE could
only gather limited information. He recommends engaging in the following activities related to the main
target groups of villagers and government:











Start with joining ProCEEd in the assessment of the Environmental Bus/Truck Tour in
November/December 2013.
Join ProCEEd in, and consider co-financing, a LNR proposal related to radio programming
and community-based non-formal environmental education (NFE) activities in Khammouane in
1-6/2014. The as yet unrevised proposal (see Annexes 8-9) amounts to Euro 37.500, a
budget that has to be reduced considerably.
Join ProCEEd in, and consider co-financing, a series of capacity development and training
inputs geared towards skills development in traditional arts (community theatre, role play,
puppetry, songs etc.) and photo, video as well as participatory rapid appraisal (PRA) and
interactive adult education methods and tools (MOVE – Moderation and Visualization for
Group Events) in 1-6/2014.
These inputs can be used for storytelling by participatory photography and/or video based on
art competitions, monitoring efforts, PRA tools implemented in the field, NFE efforts such as
barefoot botany or appreciative inquiry. These activities can be implemented by community
groups as well as by or with local government officials and/or project staff.
Publish and use the media products resulting from the above mentioned activities for exhibitions, posters, photo stories/comics as part of the ProCEEd Environmental Bus/Truck Tour as
well as in community-based events during 7-12/2014.
Publish and use visualized signboards, posters, banners and/or market stands for the
socialization of rules and regulations regarding co-management and other environmental
issues in 7-12/2014.
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For the Lao, Thai and other international target groups related to tourism, a website in English and Lao
should be top priority for 1-3/2014. A comparable website set up by Insmai cost ProCEEd USD 1,500
incl. web design, content management system (CMS) and domain hosting/registration. An additional
budget has to be allocated for CMS services training (approximately USD 150-200), and for content
development and maintenance if this cannot be done by project staff (alone) but has to be outcontracted. Print media such as flyers or brochures promoting HNN tourism can be planned and
produced after mid 2014. This should be done in close cooperation with marketing and tourism
professionals, e.g. in the Tourism Board or with tour operators. Art work for a double-sided A4 flyer or a
4-page newsletter cost ProCEEd KIP 1,6 mio each, and printing costs for 500 copies of the flyer came
at KIP 2,5 mio.

Step 5

Participation of strategic groups

Inputs regarding capacity development and skills training as well as media production and distribution
will necessitate the cooperation with a range of strategic partners and service providers. First of all, the
project’s Outreach Unit should at all times engage in close internal communication with the other units
geared towards (1) database, (2) area management, (3) research/patrolling, (5) eco-tourism and (5)
livelihoods. The same accounts for ProCEEd’s Environmental Education and Communication Strategy
(EETC) in general and its Environmental Bus/Truck Tour, NFE and radio programming activities in
particular.
LNR has submitted a proposal to ProCEEd (see Annexes 8-9) which is about radio programs and
community-based NFE activities in Khammouane in 1-6/2014 coordinated with the Environmental
Bus/Truck Tour. This proposal needs to be revised but offers opportunities for well-networked provincial
and district outreach activities. The STE also made the radio and TV recordings and scripts available to
the HNN Outreach Unit which ProCEEd had LNR and LNTV produce in the context of the national
Environmental Magazine since January 2013.
ProCEEd has, respectively will conduct a series of capacity development and training inputs concerning
traditional arts, participatory photo/video and PRA/MOVE methods and tools. The HNN Outreach Unit
may join this venture for its own NFE and public awareness raising activities. The Entwicklungshelfer
(EH) to be stationed in Thakek in early 2014 will coordinate and support all mentioned media activities.
PADETC is currently already engaged as a service provider organizing ProCEEd’s Khammouane
Environmental Truck Tour. The NGO is the partner of choice regarding participatory photo/video/film.
Their staff’s qualification in theatre, NFE and topics such as biodiversity, wildlife or REDD (e.g. see
Annex 6) is similarly high. Some of the NGOs at the Learning House for Development (LHD) may also
be qualified as training service providers regarding NFE and interactive adult education. Their expertise
has so far not been incorporated in ProCEED’s inventory of climate-related environmental education
and awareness activities in Laos (CEEA) which was made available to the HNN project. Hence, the
STE recommends this to accomplished by the EH to be stationed at LHD in early 2014. The latter could
also support all mentioned NFE activities.
Other potential service providers with proven track records are



CamKid with community theatre,
the Mobile Conservation Unit (MCU) of Lao National University with biodiversity and REDD
curricula for schools (see Annex 7),
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the Vulnerable Youth Development Organization (VYDO) with puppetry,
Rights Link (VCI) regarding land use and conflict resolution manuals and trainings,
the Lao Women’s Union (LWU) with theatre, songs and community organizing,
the Open Heart youth program supported by UNICEF which trained young people on how to
produce their own regular and TV programs in cooperation with LNR in 17 provinces (incl.
Khammouane) and with Lao Star TV and LNTV Houaphane at the national and provincial level.

As far as the publishing, distribution and utilization of media products resulting from the above
mentioned activities is concerned, Insmai can be recommended for website development and graphical
design. All of ProCEEd’s print media, incl. the project flyer, newsletter and 10 FACTS flyers have been
produced by this company. LaoCartoon won the ProCEEd bid for the project’s corporate design and
applied it to the external design of the environmental bus and truck. This company is also very
experienced in graphical design, cartoons and comics for development purposes.
Leadership and negotiation skills as well as PRA and interactive adult education methods and tools can
best be provided by Enterprise and Development Consultants (EDC) whose senior facilitators have
been trained by the STE on MOVE – Moderation and Visualization for Group Events, developed by the
STE in cooperation with InWEnt. ProCEEd has worked with EDC in adult education and NFE before.
The promotion of tourism will need a marketing approach in cooperation with professional partners (see
Step 6). As far as tourism-related communication interventions are concerned, Insmai was already
mentioned in respect with web and print media design and production. The company has produced a
tourism booklet for the Khammouane Tourism Board which could be used/updated for additional
purposes. A tour operator with a proven track record regarding environmental concern is Green
Discovery which also offers tours into the HNN NPA, incl. a ‘Boualapha Limestone Forest Experience’.
Their environmental information for domestic and international tourists is quite sophisticated so that the
company may be willing to add additional aspects – e.g. on co-management, biodiversity and livelihood
– in cooperation with the HNN Outreach Unit. Green Care, financed by Green Discovery, has been
organizing environmental education tours outside Vientiane in cooperation with ProCEEd. Such an
activity could also be extended to Khammouane.

Step 6

Media selection and mix

The most important
feature of the media
selection and mix for the
HNN outreach strategy is
complementarity: The
media should address
different communication
fields and target groups
while they build on each
other and are inter-related
at the same time.
For the village and
government sub-groups radio programming at the provincial and district level and the loudspeaker
system at the village level is a main source of information. Here, the mentioned cooperation of ProCEEd
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with LNR – e.g., recordings from the national Environmental Magazine as well as the proposal regarding
radio and NFE training in Khammouane – can be put to good use. Broadcasting can and should be
linked to the environmental bus/truck tours and community- or school-based NFE events based on
traditional arts such as theatre/puppetry performances or song contests organized by the Lao Youth
or Women’s Union, but also photo exhibitions, film or video screenings etc.
Both, radio and community- or school-based NFE activities are very appropriate communication
channels for storytelling and infotainment – formats that are highly attractive for rural audiences
which have very little information and entertainment to start with and hardly read at all (see Annex 3).
Storytelling in that context can take many forms: For example, it can be instigated by participatory
photography or video where youth or other target groups are trained to operate the cameras by
themselves, as practiced by PADETC or the Open Heart youth program (see Step 5). This process can
also be put in the context of (1) wildlife monitoring, (2) a PRA or action research initiative using an
appreciative inquiry approach, (3) an art competition such as ProCEEd’s Environmental Photo
Competition 2013 or (4) an NFE initiative using barefoot botany at a school – which in this case would
be used more as social meeting point for teachers, students and parents/adults than a formal learning
institution. Instead of photography or video, traditional art forms such as community theatre or songs
can be employed. For example, Joost Foppes mentioned that the Deputy Director of LWU Thakek is a
natural talent regarding theatre and Lam, a traditional Lao song form that can also be applied to
everyday topics such as NTFP.
All these community media have in common that they can be managed by the people themselves who
are supposed to gain knowledge and change their attitudes and practices as a result of awareness
raising. Hence, the communication process is as important as the media products because the learning
process as well as media products will also provide recognition, self-confidence and mutual trust among
villagers, local government officials and the Outreach Unit. Hence, future leadership and negotiation
skills trainings can build on these newly gained competencies. The products resulting from the process
– photos, video clips, films, theatre plays, songs etc. – can at later stages of the outreach strategy be
used for multiple purposes. For example, photos can possibly be used (1) on the website, (2) in project
print media such as flyers, posters or factsheets (incl. the ‘10 FACTS’ flyers to be developed, see
Step 7), (3) exhibitions or photo stories or film screenings inside and outside the ProCEEd truck as
part of the Environmental Education Tour or outside the truck at a prominent location in Thakek or
Boualapha. The necessary NFE, PRA, moderation and visualization as well as media production skills
should be developed in cooperation with ProCEEd and qualified service providers (see Step 5). An
outline for a standard 3-day training workshop related to the development of a communication or
outreach strategy and related JobAids may help implementing capacity development among staff of the
Outreach Unit and beyond (see Annexes 11-12).
In addition to these community-based communication channels, there is also a need for signboards,
public posters and banners, and market stands which visualize and socialize the government’s rules
and regulations, e.g. on co-management. These media should be developed in close cooperation with
the authorities as well as media professionals, and should reflect the visual literacy of the target groups,
not the authorities or the project staff (“The worm has to be tasty to the fish, not the angler”).
The promotion of tourism will need a marketing approach in cooperation with professional partners
because designing messages and media formats attractive to the special needs of national and
international tourists should not be tried by the HNN project and its Outreach Unit alone.
As the promotion of tourism through a high visibility of the HNN NPA is one of the major functions of
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the proposed website, its design should be professional and attractive. The STE therefore recommends
using a similar look & feel as the ProCEEd website which was developed by Insmai (see Step 5). By
using a similar sitemap, navigation structure and CMS (Joomla), costs could also be reduced. In the
ProCEEd case, Insmai did the web design and set up the CMS based on the STE’s sitemap and
navigation structure. The latter then developed, edited and uploaded all text and visual information to
the CMS, mostly from locations other than Vientiane.
Except for the website, the STE sees the project more as a content provider. For example, targeted
information highlighting HNN’s unique biodiversity & environment as a tourism and recreational asset,
and fostering village livelihood through income generation from tourism could be contributed to
promotional print and online media of the Khammouane Tourism Board, local and international tour
operators. In addition, environmental education tours for tourists as well as students from Thakek
could be developed in cooperation with Green Care and Green Discovery (see Step 5) who are
supported by a former EH and have conducted such tours near Vientiane.

Step 7

Message design

Message design should be strictly related to the four fields of communication and its objectives (see
Step 3). It should also be based on well-researched, proven and reliable facts. To start with, there are
or soon will be 10 FACTS flyers available from ProCEEd on co-management (see Annex 10), climate
change and biodiversity. The STE and the project’s management team propose additional 10 FACTS on
livelihood, tourism in HNN and governance which should also be based on the same flyer template.

The 10 FACTS from the thematic flyers can also be applied to other media formats such as PowerPoint
presentations or posters. This safeguards quality control of contents and graphical design. As a general
rule, the KISS AIDA principle should be applied to all types of media: Keep It Short and Simple as to
attract Attention, create Interest, instigate Desire and cause Action.

Step 8

Media pre-testing and production

A preliminary overview of media production priorities and costs is given in
Step 4. When pre-testing media for the understandability of text and
visual information, it should be assessed whether the information input is
equal to the output: When target groups see/read/hear your flyer/poster/
video/theatre play etc. and try to interpret the inherent messages – Do
they take out the same information that the media designers/producers
put in? If not, the media should be re-designed accordingly because it is
the visual and cognitive literacy of the target groups that counts (“The
worm has to be tasty to the fish, not the angler”).
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Media performances and field implementation

In Step 6, the importance of the complementarity of the media produced and implemented in the field
was pointed out, and the range of media recommended was illustrated. Basically, there will be the
following modes of delivery for the villages:
 radio broadcasting combined with loudspeaker narrowcasting,
 the Environmental Truck Tour as a rallying point to show and start NFE, media and outreach
interventions and – when the truck comes back – to document NFE, media and outreach
achievements,
 NFE, media and outreach interventions at the community level based on traditional art forms such
as theatre or songs, and on community media such as participatory video or photo stories.
In addition, the government will also use signboards, public posters and banners, and market stands to
visualize and socialize the government’s rules and regulations, e.g. on co-management.
The promotion of tourism for livelihood improvements and village income generation opportunities will
need a marketing approach in cooperation with professional partners. Hence, the focus will be on a
professional and attractive website with additional targeted information and content contributions to
promotional print and online media of the Khammouane Tourism Board, local and international tour
operators.

Step 10

Process documentation & M&E

Process documentation and M&E should be made a regular activity of the Outreach Unit. At a later
stage, M&E can be supported by ProCEEd’s second KAP Survey that will try to assess knowledge
gains and changes in attitudes and practices in Khammouance as a result of interventions of both
ProCEEd and the HNN project.
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